2022 CMA Student Journalism Award Winners

**Best Front Page**

**First Place**
DePaul University, The DePaulia, “Front Page”, Ella Lee, Emma Oxnevat

**Second Place**
Barry University, The Barry Buccaneer, “80 Years of Barry”, Melissa Tumbeiro, '21 Melissa Manohar, '22

**Third Place**
Loyola University New Orleans, The Maroon, “Back to Masks”, Mikayla Ferro

**Honorable Mention**
Lewis University, The Lewis Flyer, “Volume 42 Issue 2”, Jada Hoffman, Derek Swanson, Rhys Taylor, Anthony Beimal, Stephanie Lingenfelter, Luis Chavez

**Best Use of Graphics with an Article**

**First Place**
Barry University, The Barry Buccaneer, “The Legacy of Cicely Tyson”, Melissa Manohar, '22

**Second Place**
Loyola University New Orleans, The Maroon, “We need to talk about gun violence”, Mikayla Ferro

**Third Place**
University of Portland, The Beacon, “University temporarily cuts salaries, furloughs employees as COVID-19 takes financial toll”, Austin De Dios

**Honorable Mention**
Lewis University, The Lewis Flyer, “Petition to lower tuition makes rounds on LewisU app”, Anthony Beimal

**Best Presentation of Faith on Campus - Single Article**

**First Place**

**Second Place**
DePaul University, 14 East, “OPINION: The History of Antisemitism and the Need for Jewish Solidarity”, Bridget Killian, ’22
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Honorable Mention
Loyola University New Orleans, The Maroon, “Jesuits’ plan for reparations met with mixed reactions”, Domonique Tolliver

Best Presentation of Faith on Campus - Single Video
First Place
University of Portland, The Beacon, “Easter Mass during a Global Pandemic”, Andrew Gotshall

Best Use of Multimedia for Storytelling
First Place
DePaul University, 14 East, “30 Days: The Voices of Hunger Strikers Fighting Environmental Racism”, Richard Requena

Second Place
DePaul University, The DePaulia, “Tracking DePaul's Dollars”, Ella Lee

Third Place
University of Portland, The Beacon, “Massive power outage forces cancellation of all classes for a second day”, Andrew Gotshall, Ryan Reynolds, Molly Lowney

Honorable Mention
Loyola University New Orleans, The Maroon, Loyno Confessions builds community during COVID, Artie Bennett

Best Single Photo - Digital
First Place
DePaul University, The DePaulia, “Best photo”, Eric Henry

Second Place
Benedictine College, The Circuit, “Mural brings hope”, Liam Keating

Third Place
Lewis University, The Lewis Flyer, “Swim Team Sweeps St. Ambrose in Season Opener”, Luis Chavez

Honorable Mention
Stonehill College, The Summit, “Fall Semester”, Abby Campbell '22
Best Writing - Feature

First Place
DePaul University, The DePaulia, “Marfan syndrome made my brother beautiful. Then it killed him”, Marcus Robertson

Second Place
Loyola University New Orleans, The Maroon, “Mother and son walk together at Loyola’s graduation”, Madeline Taliancich

Third Place
Barry University, The Barry Buccaneer, “The Real Virus: Asian Hate Crimes Spread across the U.S.”, Brianna Lopez’22

Honorable Mention
University of Portland, The Beacon, “From daycares to lectures: Professors adjust to full-time parenting and teaching”, Carlos Fuentes

Best Writing - Sports

First Place
University of Portland, The Beacon, “I’m not going to just sit back and do nothing”, William Seekamp

Second Place
Lewis University, The Lewis Flyer, “Swim Team Sweeps St. Ambrose in Season Opener”, Dani Navarrete

Third Place

Honorable Mention
Stonehill College, The Summit, “Andrew Jamiel looks to light up the Fan Controlled Football”, Desmond Bernal ’21

Best Writing - News

First Place
Loyola University New Orleans, The Maroon, “Loyola grapples with abuse allegations against former university priest”, Gabriella Killett

Second Place
University of Portland, The Beacon, “UP nursing students and faculty see aftermath of Lents shooting”, Austin De Dios
Third Place
Manhattan College, The Quadrangle, “Manhattan College Faces $10M Budget Deficit, Results in Furloughs, Pay Cuts”, Gabriella DePinho, with reporting from Anna Woods

Honorable Mention
DePaul University, 14 East, “Chicago Sees Another Protest in Support of Palestine”, Eiman Navaid

Best Writing – Series
First Place
DePaul University, 14 East, “General Iron and Environmental Justice”, Elly Boes, Lara Diaz, Rio Diaz, Richard Requena, Adriana Talavera, Citlalli Velez

Second Place

Third Place
Manhattan College, The Quadrangle, “Hangry in Horan: My Experience in Quarantine; Quarantine Conditions Dire as Students Go 24+ Hours Without Food; Jaspers Quarantined in Westchester Hotel as Horan Suites Reach Maximum Occupancy”, Jilleen Barrett, Lauren Raziano, Caroline McCarthy

Best Example of Social Justice
First Place
Loyola University New Orleans, The Maroon, “History complicates the Black community’s decision to get the COVID-19 vaccine”, Domonique Tolliver

Second Place
DePaul University, The DePaulia, “DePaul athletes speak out against social injustice, police brutality”, Lawrence Kreymer

Third Place

Honorable Mention
Barry University, The Barry Buccaneer, “Fighting Food Insecurity one Fridge at a time”, Amanda Gonzalez Garcia, ’22
**Best University Student Publication**

**First Place**
Barry University, The Barry Buccaneer, Melissa Manohar, Brianna Lopez, Anna Galaktionov, Jimmy Muniz Jr

**Second Place**
DePaul University, The DePaulia, The DePaulia's student publication, Lacey Latch, Ella Lee, Emma Oxnevad

**Third Place**
Loyola University New Orleans, The Maroon, Rose Wagner

**Honorable Mention**
Lewis University, The Lewis Flyer, The Lewis Flyer 2020-2021 student staff

**Best Creative Writing**

**First Place**
DePaul University, 14 East, “In My Mexican Heaven, Ramon Ayala Plays Every Night”, Julián Martinez, ’21

**Second Place**
Belmont Abbey College, Agora, “Mind of the Troubled Citizen”, Helen Behe

**Current Events Affecting Student Life - Blog**

**Honorable Mention**

**Current Events Affecting Student Life - Television**

**First Place**
Spring Hill College, Spring Hill Now, “Spring Hill Now 4-1-21”, Jose Eduardo Chavarria, Carlos Salmoran

**Second Place**